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He published the first book-length study of Shaw's plays and an influential study of Nietzsche. He also
fabricated an April Fool's day story on the origin of the bathtub and spent years unsuccessfully trying to correct
the many sources that took it as gospel. His lasting legacy includes his monumental 1919 study The American
Language. FTP name this journalist, better remembered for the sharp wit of his American Mercury.
Answer:
Henry Louis Mencken
1.

2.
Drug users may take this benzodiazepine produced by Hoffmann-Laroche to enhance the high of lowquality heroin, mellow the high of cocaine, or ease down from a binge using crack. It can also be used to avoid
drunk driving charges, because of its synergistic effect with alcohol. Amnesia and disinhibition are also
produced in combination with alcohol. FTP name this sedativelhypnotic which made the news for its use in
cases of date rape.
ANSWER: Rohypnol or Flunitrazepam (prompt on date rape pill or roofies)
He commanded the Egyptian air force during the October War. In 1975 Anwar Sadat appointed him vice
3.
president. FTP name this man, who since Sadat's 1981 assassination has served as President of Egypt.
Answer:
Hosni Mubarak
4.
Saying dourly that "painting is not a sport," he hated to paint outside, translating in the studio sketches
made at cotton markets in New Orleans, racetracks, and other outdoor venues. He used the same method for his
prefered indoor sites such as laundries, shops, cafes, and especially dance studios. FTP name the painter of The
Orchestra at the Opera, The Bellelli Family, Absinthe, and The Dance Lesson.
Answer:
Edgar Degas
5.
Issac Hill was part of this group. So, were the journalists Amos Kendall and F. P. Blair. William B.
Lewis. Duff Green, and John Eaton - along with Vice-President Martin van Buren - also were part of this
informal group that acted as advisors to President Andrew Jackson. FTP, what was this group called?
Kitchen Cabinet
answer:
6.
Techniques include chaining, discrimination, and reinforcement, which may be internal or external and
partial or full . Behaviors can be acquired, maintained, or eliminated through it. FTP name this basic learning
process in which a behavior that is followed by a positive consequence will increase in probability.
operant conditioning: accept instrumental conditioning.
Answer:
7.
Luckily his fame doesn't depend on his one truly awful, self-serving autobiographical novel. Nor did the
death of Louis Washkansky a mere 18 days after surgery diminish his doctor's reputation, especially after the
subsequent, more successful operation on Philip Blaiberg. FTP name this South Mrican native who performed
the first heart transplant.
Answer:
Christiaan Barnard
8.
Representing prospective student Autherine Lucy in Alabama, he rejected reporters' suggestions that
desegregation should proceed more slowly by saying "I believe in gradualism. I also believe ninety-odd years is
pretty gradual." FTP name this NAACP attorney who also played a leading role in arguing for the plaintiffs in
Brown v. Board of Education.
Answer
Thurgood Marshall

9.
His poetry combines maudlin sentimentality with distinctly regional humor--at least it must be regional,
because the author of this question has never been anywhere people seemed to enj oy it. His dialect poems
include "Waitin' for the Cat to Die," "The Raggedy Man," and "Little Orphant Annie," and perhaps his best
known work begins "It takes a heap 0' livin' in a house to make it home." FTP name this Hoosier poet.
Answer
James Whitcomb Riley
10.
One of the organizers of the International Geophysical Year, his research into terrestrial magnetism and
his use of rockets for studying the upper atmosphere advanced space exploration. However, his lasting fame
rests on the discovery of charged particles which arise from solar flares and cosmic rays. For 10 points, name
this Iowa physicist, namesake of the two bands of these particles which circle the earth.
Answer:
James Van Allen
11.
He devised such methods as time-motion studies and information flow charts. Efficient management of
time and costs, the proper routing and scheduling of work, and standardization of tools and equi pment were the
three principles he extolled. FTP name this thinker whose 1911 book Principles of Scientific Management
shaped modern American manufacturing.
Answer
Frederick Winslow Taylor
12.
Although he helped James II crush the rebellion of the Duke of Monmoutn, he was an early backer of
William of Orange in the Glorious Revolution. Then he lost favor with William, got back in touch with James,
then regained favor under Queen Anne. He was so successful at Ramillies, Malplaquet, and elsewhere that rivals
accused him of prolonging the War ofth Spanish Succession to give him more chances to win. FTP name the
victorious general at Blenheim, founder of an illustrious line of British statesmen that stretched into the 20th
century.
Answer:
The Duke of Marlborough or John Churchill
13.
They were created by shadowy Soviet biological research and spread to the West only after the
explosion of an airplane with stolen seeds. They grow seven feet tall. Initially a novelty, they turn out to have
a fatal sting and come to be associated with fear, pain, and misery after most of mankind is blinded by a meteor
shower. FTP name these walking plants, who had their day in a 1951 novel by John [not Don] Wyndham.
Answer:
triffids
14.
A corn merchant by trade, his own sense of inadequacy overwhelms any satisfaction at his outward
success. His ultimate downfall comes from his inability to admit his shameful secret, that in a drunken stupor
he sold a sailor named Newsom his wife and kids. FTP name the protagonist of Thomas Hardy's The Mayor oj
Caster bridge .
Answer:
Michael Henchard; accept The Mayor of Casterbridge if someone buzzes before "protagonist.
15.
The surviving fragments of his two poems, including Purifications, are the most extensive writings we
have from any philosopher of his era. In his most famous work he theorized that anatomical parts stick to each
other in random configurations, some of which are well adapted for survival, thus prefiguring Darwin by 2,500
years. FTP name this pre-Socratic philosopher, whom legend tells us left to his death in Mt. Etna.
Answer:
Empedocles
16.
At last writing, she's still writing in her '80's. The editor who encouraged her to compiiethe poems that
became A Street in Bronzeville did so in such an insulting manner that she submitted the collection to another
publisher instead. FTP name the winner of the 1950 Pulitzer for Annie Allen, whose poems include "kitchenette
building," "The Children of the Poor," and "we real cool."

Answer:

Gwendolyn Brooks

17.
The numerical school dispenses with the weighting used in the classical approach; data points are
considered unit characters and arranged into sets or phenons, which are then organized into a dendrogram.
Relationships thus evaluated are termed phenetic if determined by morphological similarity or cladistic if they
depend upon community of descent. FTP name the scientific discipline pioneered by Carolus Linnaeus, the
theory and practice of classification.
taxonomy
Answer:
18.
Known to have a fiery temper, during an argument with a singer he picked her up by the waist and
dangled her out of a second story window. You might expect this from a composer of operas, such as Almira,
Ottone, and Orlando, but it hardly fits the more serene image we might get from Water Music. FTP name this
composer best known for Judas Maccabeus, Esther, and a few other oratorios.
Answer:
George Frideric Handel
19.
It ends with "The Perfect Fan." Some titles seem to contradict each other, like "Don't Want You Back,"
"Don't Wanna Lose You Now," and" Show Me the Meaning of Being Lonely." It opens with "Larger Than Life"
and then "I Want It That Way." FTP, name this album by the Backstreet Boys.
answer: Millennium
20.
This city lies on Hobson's Bay which leads to Port Philip Bay. Some of its major suburns include Glen
Waverley, Broadmeadows, and Moorabbin. The Yarra canal goes through the city of the city, which is the
largest city in Victoria state, Australia. FTP, name this city.
answer: Melbourne
21.
The symptoms typically last for three to six days, after which the patient goes into a deep sleep but is
at risk of death from pneumonia or heart failure. The patient loses sense of time and place and often
hallucinates, and the hallucinations commonly do involve frightening creatures such as rats or pink snakes. FTP
name this psychotic reaction, usually found only in chronic drinkers over age 30.
Answer:
delirium tremens or D.T.'s
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1.
TRA VELS WITH CHARLIE: You didn't think you'd get away with just one county bonus, did
you? The following cities and landmarks are in different states, but the counties they lie in have the same name.
Give that name, 5 pts. each:
(a) Orlando, FL; Anaheim, CA; Chapel Hill, NC
Answer:
Orange
(b) Louisville, KY; Birmingham, AL; Port Arthur, TX
Jefferson
Answer:
(c) Detroit, MI; Palmyra, NY; the northern part of Capitol Reef National Park in UT
Answer:
Wayne
(d) Dallas, TX; Selma, AL
Dallas
Answer:
(e) Houston, TX; Callaway Gardens, GA
Answer:
Harris
(f) Cincinnati, OH; Chattanooga, TN
Hamilton
Answer:

2.
Every Italian master painted Madonnas. Given a more descriptive title, name the artist FTP each.
A. Madonna of the Harpi es (1517)
answer: Andrea del Sarto
B. Madonna of the Long Neck (c1540)
answer: Parmiggianino (Francesco Mazzola)
C. Madonna of the House of Pesaro
answer: Titian
3.
Name the mathematician 30-20-10.
(30) He is currently the Eugene Higgins Professor of Mathematics at Princeton.
(20) He proved the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture in 1995; the result was published in The Annals of
Mathematics May 1995 issue, which I'm sure you all have on your coffee table.
(10) Did we mention that proving the Shimura-Taniyama conjecture also proves Fermat's last theorem?
Answer:
Answer: Andrew (John) Wiles
4.
These days the bookstores are practically flooded with the science fiction\fantasy genre. For 10 points
apiece and 30 points total, given a few of their works, identify the science fiction\fantasy writer.
A. Dragonsong, The Rowan, Damia
Answer:
Anne McCaffrey
B . Arrows of the Queen, Magic's Price, Winds o/Change
Answer:
Mercedes Lackey
C. Belgarath the Sorcerer, Pawn ofProphecy, The Sapphire Rose
Answer:
David Eddings
5.
Name these Greek victories in the Persian Wars 5-10-15 .
A. Miltiades led the victory at this 490 BCE battle
answer: Marathon
B. The naval strategy of Themistocles led to victory here in 480 BCE
answer: Salam is

c. The Spartan Pausanius defeated the forces that Xerxes left behind in this 479 battle.
Answer: Plataea

6.
30-20-10, name this man.
30) He served from 1900 to 1914 as a private in the London Scottish Regiment, and as a captain in the Anny
Medical Corps during WWI. While he was serving in the regiment, he studied at St. Mary's Medical School,
earning his degree with Gold Medal in 1908.
20) In 1921, he discovered in tissues and secretions an important bacteriolytic substance which he named
Lysozyme. About this time, he devised sensitivity titration methods and assays in human blood and other
body fluids.
10) In 1928, while working on influenza virus, he observed that mold had developed accidently on a
staphylococcus culture plate and that the mold had created a bacteria-free circle around itself.
Answer: Alexander Fleming
7.
Identify these Canadian prime ministers for the stated number of points.
15) Winner of the 1957 Nobel Peace Prize for negotiating an end to the Suez Canal crisis, he served as PM from
1963-68. He's the namesake of the NHL's Outstanding Player trophy as chosen by the NHL Players
Association.
Answer: Lester B. Pearson
10) Serving from 1984-93, he led the Progressive Conservative Party to the largest majority in Canadian
history, winning 211 of282 seats in the House of Commons.
Answer: Brian Mulroney
5) Serving from 1968-79 and again from 80-84, he was a civil rights lawyer in Montreal who made French and
English both official languages of the Canadian government.
Answer: Pierre Trudeau
8.
30-20-10, name the man.
30) His doctoral dissertation from Vienna in 1904 dealt with the theories of individuation in the thought of two
great mystics, Nicholas of Cusa and Jakob B6hme.
20) Friedrich Nietzsche's proclamation of heroic nihilism and his criticism of modem culture exerted the greatest
influence on him. The Nietzschean influence was reflected in his tum to Zionism and its call for a return to roots
and a more wholesome culture.
10) His classic work states that the relation between man and God, however, is always an I-Thou one, whereas
that between man and man is very frequently an I-It one, in which the other being is treated as an object of
thought or action.
Answer: Martin Buber
EDITOR'S NOTE: Wasn't he one of the Fraggles?
9.
Ben's greatest wrong buzz of all time occurred when the question began "Lots of people talk about it, but
only one person ever wrote it," whereupon Ben rang in and said "Stephen King." D'oh. For 10 points each,
answer these questions about the correct answer to that question.
a) Who did write "The Great American Novel"?
Answer: Philip Roth
b) It centers around what fictitious baseball league?
Answer: Patriot League
c) What real Congressional Committee makes an appearance in the novel, attempting to stop the influx of
unsavory elements into the game of baseball?
Answer: House Un-American Activities Committee (accept HUAC)
RN: Somewhere, right now, Charlie Steinhice is cussing profusely ...

10.
Name these terms named for people in the wacky world of economics FTP each.
A. This describes a state in which it is impossible to improve one agent in a competition without making at least
one other agent worse-off.
Answer: Pareto efficiency or efficient or optimal
B. This curve shows the relation between marginal tax rate and government revenue.
Answer: Laffer curve
C. Demand for this kind of consumer good falls as income rises. The originator used potatoes in Ireland as an
example, but better modem examples would be Hyundais and Pabst Blue Ribbon.
Answer: Giffen good
11 .
Identify the following governors of colonial Massachusetts:
The first governor, he is credited with the notion that America represented a clean slate for the creation of a pure
and just society which could serve as an example to the world--"a city upon a hill." He is also credited, or
discredited, for his expulsion of Anne Hutchinson a few years later.
Answer:
John Winthrop
A classic British placeman who owed his position to royal patronage, he responded to the Stamp Act Congress
with a plea for parliament to construct a formal government for the colonies on the Irish model. He was recalled
shortly thereafter.
Answer:
Francis Bernard
Bernard's successor, he was driven from his home and hanged in effigy just days before the Boston Massacre of
1770.
Answer:
Thomas Hutchinson
12.
Identify these plays by Jean Racine from clues FTP each.
A. This 1677 success was based on the myth of this woman's unrequited love for Hippolytus
answer: Phedre (accept Phaedra->
B. In 1689, he produced a play based on this Biblical queen, the wife of Ahasuerus
answer: Esther
C. This 1667 play studies the life of the wife of Hector after the fall of Troy
answer: Andromaque (accept Andromache->
13.
Identify these works of Caribbean literature FTP each.
A. This poem by Jose Marti' is one of his Versos Sencillos. It tells of a beautiful woman from the port near
where a US naval base yet remains .
Answer: Guantanamera
B . This 1990 epic poem is Derek Walcott's retelling of the Odyssey using Caribbean themes.
Answer: Omeros
C. This 1966 novel marked a return to the Caribbean roots of its author Jean Rhys while it chronicled the creole
first wife of Jane Eyre's Edward Rochester.
Answer: Wide Sargasso Sea
14.
Identify these other characters from Bizet's Carmen FTP each.
A. This guy under Lieutenant Zuniga falls for Carmen and ends up killing her.
Answer: Don Jose
B. This woman pines for Don Jose and acts as a go-between Don Jose and his mother.
Answer: Micaela
C. This toreador becomes the center of Carmen's infatuations after she spurns Don Jose
answer: Escamillo

15.
We've all heard questions in competitions such as these that list the electroscope as a device for detecting
electromagnetic radiation. Well, this question writer is a nuclear engineer and health physicist who happens to
use radiation detectors everyday. So answer the following about real radiation detectors, for the stated number
of points.
1) For 5 points: This type of detector uses a p-n junction as a detector. Electrons are bumped up to the
conduction band where they move under the influence of the applied high voltage. Some examples are the high
purity germanium detector and the germanium-lithium or "jelly" detector.
A: semiconductor detector
2) For 10 points: This type of detector can be a solid crystal, such as sodium iodide, or an organic liquid, plastic
or crystal. Passing radiation causes photons to be emitted. These photons are then used to measure the energy
and strength of the radiation field.
A: scintillation or scintillator detector or counter
3) For five points each, identify the following type of gas filled detectors:
a) This is the one you've all been waiting for. Such a high voltage is applied to the gas tube that passing
radiation causes a cascade of ionized particles. No energy determination is possible, and its possible to saturate
these meters in extremely large fields, so be careful. They also tend to have speakers that click or beep.
A: geiger counter or geiger-Mueller or GM tube
b) These detectors have a lower applied voltage than the aforementioned geiger-mueller. The voltage is still high
enough that racing ions in the tube create secondary ionization. This secondary ionization is directly related to
the incident radiation, which is where the detector gets its name.
A: proportional counter or detector
c) This third type of gas filled detector has an applied voltage lower than that of a proportional counter.
Incident radiation ionizes the gas, but the racing ions have insufficient energy to cause secondary ionization.
A: ionization counter or detector
16.
A certain magazine presumably gathers no moss. FTPE, identify these Rolling Stone alumni .
A) This former Rolling Stone writer, model for Duke in Doonesbury, has collected some of his articles from
Rolling Stone as well as other magazines into a book called The Great Shark Hunt.
Answer:
Hunter S. Thompson
B) Later an anchor for MTV News, this former Rolling Stone writer gave - oh my! - Pink Floyd's Dark Side of
the Moon a bad review. We don't wonder why he no longer works for Rolling Stone .
Answer:
Kurt Loder
C) In 1997 he published the short fiction piece "Ambush at Fort Bragg" exclusively in Rolling Stone. This is a
far cry from more respectable works such as The Pump-House Gang and The Purple Decade .
Answer:
Tom Wolfe
17.
FTPE identify these figures associated with the campaign to defeat Upton Sinclair as governor of
California.
This publisher of the Los Angeles Times ran misleading quotes from Sinclair's novels as though they were
policy statements. His wife Dorothy has a famous L.A. landmark named for her.
Answer
Harry Chandler
This minor Democratic Party official stated that Sinclair was "simply unqualified, and not our caliber of
people." He was later noted for his repressive measures as Mayor of Los Angeles during the Watts Riots.
Answer
Sam Y orty
This UCLA graduate student was hired by a professor to pose as a hobo and spy on the homeless community,
to find out if they supported Sinclair's campaign. He later became an outspoken celebrity lawyer, famous
enough to have had a guest star role on an episode of the original Star Trek.
Answer
Melvin Belli

18.
Given a common anion, give its chemical fonnula F5PE:
(a) acetate
Answer:
C2 H3 02
(b) hydrogen sulfate
Answer:
H S 04
(c) dichromate
Answer:
Cr2 07
(d) nitrite
Answer:
N 02
(e) oxalate
Answer:
C204
(f) tartrate
Answer:
C4 H4 06
19.
For 10 points each, give the Greek names equivalent to the following Roman mythological figures .
a) Somnus, the god of sleep
Answer:
Hypnus
b) Mors, the god of death
Thanatos
Answer:
c) Juventas, the goddess of youth
Hebe
Answer:
20.
Among the phrases you never really expect to read is "the great Silesian playwright". For 10 points
each, identify these works of Gerhart Hauptmann.
a) His first maj or work was this 1889 realistic tragedy of contemporary social problems.
Answer: Before Dawn
b) The title character in this 1898 play is a workman who slowly deteriorates from the stresses of his domestic
life.
Answer: Drayman Henschel
c) Perhaps his most famous work appeared in 1892, and dramatized a workers' revolt in Silesia in 1844.
Answer: The Weavers

